Literacy
Continue to develop
understanding of:
Identifying nouns, verbs and
adjectives
Identifying questions,
exclamations and statements.
Continue to develop sentence
building using conjunctions.
Using noun phrases, prepositions,
conjunctions and adverbials to
describe and specify how, where
and when.
Using commas in lists
HandwritingContinue to improve formation of
letters.
Consolidate spacing in writing
and use of correct punctuation.
Begin to consider joining for those
ready.
Texts/ genres:
Creative writing stories
Poetry and riddles
Menu
Reading and discussing
excerpts of a variety of texts
including information, poetry and
stories.

Music
Music excel lessons
PE – multiskills and games
including; Real PE, coordination,
floor skills, Dynamic balances,
agility. Social Skill Personal Skills

The Burrow presents:

This term, our chosen moment in time is The Romans. We will
be learning about the Roman Invasion in Britain and the
impact that they had on life in Britain.
Science
PlantsObserving and describing how
bulbs and seeds grow into
mature plants
Considering and explaining
what plants needs to survive and
be healthy
HabitatsExploring and comparing the
difference between things that
are living, dead and things that
have never been alive
Identifying different plants and
animals in their habitats,
focusing on micro-habitats
Thinking scientificallyObserving carefully and
gathering and recording data to
help improve knowledge

Art and Design
Construct and race chariot
using cogs, wheels and axles
Use of different techniques to
create drawings, paintings and
artwork

PSHE and RE
British Values;
Rules – why are they important?
RE: How do a Christian’s idea of
God compare with my own?
Who did the Romans worship?
Respect lessons and Network
hands – who can I talk to?
SEAL - New beginnings/getting on
and falling out
School council

History/Geography
Considering timeline of Roman
Invasion in Britain
Looking at impact that Romans
had on our life today comparing
similarities and differences,
including locating different
Roman towns and roads on maps
today
Looking at life in Roman Britain,
considering why the Roman army
was so effective
Learning about key Roman
figures

Maths
Time –
Tell the time on an analogue
clock up to the nearest five
minutes using o’clock, half past,
quarter past and to the hour.
Comparing and sequencing
lengths of time and solving
problems
4 operations –
Continue to revise and refine
addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division skills
and solve increasingly difficult
problems using them
Measurement –
Measure length, mass and
capacity accurately using
different units of measurement.
Read scales accurately in
divisions of 1, 2, 5 and 10.
Statistics –
Interpret and construct simple
pictograms, tally charts, tables
and block diagrams.
Answer questions comparing
categorical data.

Computing
E-Safety
Privacy including passwords and
personal data,
photos and image manipulation.
saving and retrieving work
collecting and presenting data
programming; scratch
link to topic work

